Read about Athens’ health care system, which serves a 17-county area.

Senior athletes decide whether to use an extra year of eligibility.

Athens area service workers are left without a source of income.
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When Athens passed a March shelter-in-place ordinance, news organizations were one of the business categories deemed essential. Indeed. Over the past two months, the world has witnessed the importance of accurate, timely and transparent journalism.

Since 1893, The Red & Black has had a dual mission: to be a student journalism and provide great news coverage for our readers. In 2020, those missions are more than ever.

As students scattered to their homes and colleges went quiet as student businesses shuttered or pivoted to digital delivery models, the staff of The Red & Black remained hard at work, filing updates by the day — sometimes by the hour. From their apartments in Athens, the homes of other towns in Georgia, and even in their childhood bedrooms in Savannah, Atlanta, and beyond, our locales have evolved to become the center of the biggest story of the century.

We clung to that hope, naming the months and the methods of delivering news covering along with it. At The Red & Black we succeeded to online-only coverage, with articles, podcasts, videos, photos and graphics covering every aspect of the COVID-19 pandemic’s impact on our community.

We gathered a lot of thoughts to produce this print edition. I might be one of the only publishers in America to greenlight an issue with an editorial mission that we believe that documenting these events is part of The Red & Black’s role as the news record for the University of Georgia. Over the past 127 years, the paper has chronicled two world wars, seismic cultural changes, and, yes, another pandemic — the 1918 flu.

This time will join the archives with the two previous times. The COVID-19 pandemic is a part of global history in Athens and campus history.

This Red & Black I have been impressed with the dedication and commitment of our reporting staff. In the past two months I have been in awe as they jumped into new roles to report the COVID-19 pandemic, I believe our coverage has been instrumental in helping to keep our community informed and connected during this unprecedented crisis.

We aren’t sure what the coming months will bring. What we do know is that we committed to covering COVID-19 with print and digital formats, we will publish at redandblack.com and produce digital supplements for our special publications such as Red & Drink Athens GA and UGA 101. Like all of you, we are keeping an eye on the future as we go along. But we’re true to our missions of bringing you in-depth and independent news and information while maintaining the next generation of journalists.

— Rebecca Burns

PODCAST

A NEW WEEK, A новЙ WEEK

A week later, we scrambled to react to a cascade of alarming events. First came word of Indian health care facilities running out of personal protective equipment. Then came news of the 1918 flu. This issue will join the archives alongside our colleagues at The Charlotte Observer, The Springfield News and other newspapers nationwide.
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TAKING DELIVERY AND OUTLOOK

With everything online & Eat Athens, GA guide gives you the scoop on restaurant offerings and is updated daily.
redandblack.com/eat-drink

FROM THE PUBLISHER
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FROM THE EDITOR IN CHIEF

Our commitment to covering COVID-19

Our Baxter Street newsroom has been quiet for weeks, but news has broken faster than ever on redandblack.com. For the record — we will continue to cover COVID-19.
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Student workers feel the closures on campus

Samantha Perez
Staff Writer

University students have petitioned for the University System of Georgia to adopt a pass/fail grading system during the coronavirus pandemic. Students have been divided on the idea as the SEC canceled spring sports seasons.

The option is necessary because of students’ apprehension of the uncertainty caused by the novel coronavirus COVID-19.

Samantha Perez

Though Richardson said anyone who had told him that all Georgia athletic competitions would be canceled for the remainder of the athletic year, he would have never believed it.
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Though Richardson said anyone who had told him that all Georgia athletic competitions would be canceled for the remainder of the athletic year, he would have never believed it.


ATHENS HEALTH CARE SYSTEM NAVIGATES COVID-19 FIGHT


ATHENS CLARKE COUNTY'S TWO MAIN hospitals serve more than 600,000 people in a 17-county region. Seven of these counties don't have a hospital.

But ACC already had a health care provider shortage before the coronavirus was first detected in Wuhan, China, according to internal data.

A provider shortage means there are more people who need care than the number of people who can provide it, and Grace Bayard-Adams, a University of Georgia assistant professor of health policy and management, said in a call with researchers at UGA that there are not enough providers to keep up with people's needs.

"Our main thing is to support our patients and support our staff," she said. "We've got over 9 million people in Georgia, Adams said. "We've got over 9 million people in Georgia, and when the DPH receives the result. For example, if someone comes to the emergency room does not mean they have COVID-19 cases," "You can't really develop solutions or even prepare adequately if you don't know what the problem is that you're facing."
A stroke on the street | FLEMING, GA. — Kate Fleming’s phone bill was the first to go.

After closing Pageboy on March 19, Kreutz said, “Kate’s in a room with a wall and a black board. She has no way of interacting with people physically.”

妹妹 said that there is no active flow of money coming into the household.

Kate Fleming's phone bill was the first to go. Fleming, formerly a server at Georgia’s Lowcountry Tap, was among the many in the service industry who found themselves out of work when the pandemic hit. Most of the businesses in her area have remained closed due to the pandemic. She was then let go.

“I’m not the only person who’s had to make some hard decisions about the way that you would if you actually still had a job,” Fleming said. “The tendency for drag is to start in the bedroom. It was kind of weird because it’s not the same as being in front of actual people and interacting with people that you would actually be at a concert venue,” Conant said. The tendency for drag to start is kind of weird because it’s not the same as being in front of actual people and interacting with people that you would actually be at a concert venue.” Conant said. The tendency for drag to start is

Before the pandemic hit, Convent Julé separated her up the East Coast over the summer. Every day was then canceled as the reality of the disease caused venues to close. Although Convent Julé is looking for new ways to perform for the foreseeable future, she has turned to social media to maintain her presence and connect with her audience. Convent Julé also hopes to start her own livestream show to perform, showcases an “independent drag artist has a lot to offer the process and can make money for COVID-19 relief.”
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The nervous excitement of graduation turned into anx-
ious fear. Any team I had no longer part of a romantic
farwell, just sad reminders of the unhappiness of everything.
I am grateful for my situation. Of course, I cannot be happy
when I see others in this position. But I am not either.
Though I lost my job, my parent can still help me.
My biggest loss of the coronavirus is my job.

But in the past several weeks, I think I’ve gone through
the seven stages of grief. I’m still fluctuating between “de-
pression” and “hope and acceptance”, but every day,
I make more aspects of my life to appreciate.

Instead of juggling my part-time job, The Red & Black
and classwork, I’ve spent sunny afternoons chatting with
friends and family in my backyard. Through the
days. The nervous excitement of graduation turned into anx-
ious fear. Any team I had no longer part of a romantic
farwell, just sad reminders of the unhappiness of everything.
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Sports

MEN’S GOLF

R Y A N

The 2020 MLB Draft was shortened from 40 rounds to as little as 10. Seventeen other players are eligible for undrafted free agents at $20,000.

If things had proceeded as normal, I would’ve done it,” Tritschler said. “It was definitely like a second chance’.

Senior athletes Ali Tritschler and Spencer Ralston weighed eligibility after the NCAA's spring-sport umbrella. 16 tournaments when its season was canceled before it was held in Athens.

If things had proceeded as normal, I would’ve done it. "It’s always a juggling act with us - the coaches, parents and players," Ralston said. "We just don’t know.”

It was just kind of a weird place to be, "Tritschler said. "It just really hit home after our conversations. I realized that the thing I thought was such a burden in my life, my freshman year, actually, turned into a blessing now." Tritschler said: "It just took me a second to realize — to prove it — to put off his goal of playing professional golf in favor of staying at Georgia in the event he was granted eligibility after the pandemic. "It’s always a juggling act with us — the coaches, parents and players," Ralston said. "We just don’t know.”

He has two years to pick up another golf club.

The NCAA won’t enforce the normal roster limit. It also has no effect on next year’s recruiting because the SEC championships were scheduled to begin on March 12. Each player over the limit must be taking advantage of the NCAA’s spring-sport umbrella.

Senior athletes Ali Tritschler and Spencer Ralston weighed eligibility after the NCAA's spring-sport umbrella. ‘A second change’

Senior athletes weigh eligibility after cancellations

Augusta Stone

Sports Editor

SPONSOR

Spencer Ralston’s mental approach weighed the possibility of returning to university baseball. ‘A second change’

On a normal Monday during baseball season, Scott Davdy would be sitting in the bleachers watching the best high school baseball game he could find within driving distance.
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A Service Industry Fundraiser Coordinated By The Red & Black

In this online art fundraising sale, 100% of the proceeds will be split between The Garrie Vereen Memorial Emergency Relief Fund, a local fund that supports workers in the Athens arts, music and service industries, and Giving Kitchen, a Georgia-based nonprofit that assists restaurant workers with medical emergencies.

For more information visit us at redandblack.com/store